CHOPRAJHAR GREEN VALLEY ACADEMY
CBSE Affiliation: 2430244

PROJECT FOR ANNUAL EXAMINATION
CLASS-VIII
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:
➢ All the projects should done in half sheet chart paper.
➢ Name, Class ,Section , Subject, Topic should be specified clearly.
➢ For any further query contact Class Teacher ( Time: 10 AM – 2 PM)
➢ Submission date will be notified later.
SUBJECT
TOPIC
EXPLANATION
LEARNING
OUTCOME
1st LANGUAGE Poster
Make a colour poster on
ENGLISH
making
the theme of being
1. Students will
different.
develop
Your poster should have a
questioning and
positive feel about it.
predicting
skills.2. Develop
skills in drawing
and painting.
3. Understand the
theme of being
differently abled.
4. Develop
creative writing
skills using
language and
grammar.
2ND LANGUAGE বিতর্কমূলর্
শব িংমল িনাম হাটিাজাচ্ছরর
ছাত্রছাত্রীচ্ছদর মচ্ছযে
BENGALI
অনুচ্ছেদ রচনা মচ্ছযে কর্ানটি কিবশ গুরুত্ব ন
ূ ক
দুটি বিষচ্ছয়র ও র
িচ্ছল কতামার মচ্ছন হয়
আচ্ছলার্ াত র্চ্ছর
তাচ্ছদর মতামত
জানাচ্ছত সক্ষম হচ্ছি
ND
2 LANGUAGE
एक खखलाड़ी की कुछ यादों को
अत़ीत के बारे में
HINDI
अनच्
छे
द
ले
ख
न
ु
ललखखए | चित्र बनाइए ( पेस्ट
िानेंगे, दे श विदे शों के
)कीजिए|

नाम िानेंगे|

MATHEMATICS Views of 3D
shapes

Take any three objects
from your surroundings
and draw their front, side
and top views.

Students will
be able to:--

•Identify
geometric shapes
in objcts they use.
In their daily
lives.
•Should be
fimiliar with 3D
shapes.
•able to recognize
different views

SCIENCE

Poster
making

Collect pictures of various
musical instruments and
group them according to
the sound they produce.
Paste them on a chart
paper to make a beautiful
collage.

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

Map work

Map:Draw a map and point
out India cotton Textile
Industry in white Half
Chartpaper. (Show all the
Cotton Textile Industries in
that map)

COMPUTER

Cloud
computing

Make a documentation on
the topic "Features" and
"Types" of cloud computing
and draw a comparison
between Google photos and
Picasa.

V.ED

Poster
making

Everyday the News-Paper
contain one news item or
the other on caste-conflicts
, racial prejudices and
injustice meted out to the
voiceless. Take at-least 6
paper cuttings with the
date of each of the news
items make a big collage in
a half-sheet chart-paper

1.Student will
develop
questioning and
predicting things
2.Understand the
difference
between pitch
and loudness
3.Develop
creative writing
1) Students will
increase the
ability to draw the
Indian map by
their own.
2) They will get
the knowledge
about the location
of Cotton Textile
Industries in
India.
Students will be
able to
understand, •The
options available
to backup,
recover the users
data.
•The way user
canincrease storage
capacity, band
width, accessibility
according to the
uses.
1. Students will
develop
questioning and
predicting skills.
2. Develop skills
in drawing and
painting.
3. Understand
caste-conflicts ,
racial prejudices ,
injustice and
human-rights.

G.K

Poster
making

Make a poster on Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan or Clean
India Mission.
Paste related pictures and
details

4. Develop
creative writing
skills using
language and
grammar.
1. Students will
develop
questioning and
predicting skills.
2. Develop skills
in Net searching,
drawing and
painting.
3. Understand the
value of
cleanliness &
initiatives taken
by Government.
4. Develop
creative writing
skills using
language and
grammar.

